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Bright colours from the Papago collection by Polyrey are 
bringing a heather-inspired palette to the HQ of  
Aberdeen City Council at the recently refurbished 
Marischal College.

The refurbishment of Aberdeen’s 
Marischal College building into the 
headquarters of the city’s council has 
seen Polyrey laminate used throughout 
public and behind-the-scenes areas of 
this busy work place. 

Specified by Ross Murray of innovative 
design practice Holmes Miller Architects, C
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Polyrey’s high pressure laminate is 
providing a durable and scratch-
resistant surface in public areas using 
the Aberdeen City Council’s corporate 
brand guidelines colour scheme, using 
Pervenche, Olive and Juane Gauche, 
and in landscape-inspired heather tones 
of Parme, Pétunia and Bleu Oslo for 
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The backroom and staff areas 
at Marischal College benefit 

from the durability of Polyrey’s 
Papago HPL.
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• Parme

• Pétunia & Bleu Oslo

• High Pressure Laminate

• Shock resistant

• Moisture resistant

• FA, SURF & GRAIN finishes

• Color Papago Collection

backroom and staff areas. 
“When working on projects that require 

a varied approach, the colour bank 
on offer from Polyrey makes its HPL a 
natural choice,” comments Ross Murray, 
Holmes Miller Partnership. “Polyrey has 

an exceptional colour library that allows 
us to approach these projects without 
being restricted by a limited palette. 

“From muted more formal shades to 
vibrant tones with a real sense of fizz, 
Polyrey’s diversity and quality has once 
again proved its worth, with Marischal 
College providing the council with a 
stimulating and inspiring environment.”

The varied colours used in Marischal 
College were selected from the 118 
decors available in the Papago collection 
on 0.8mm thick postformable HPL. 
Offering resistance to scratches, heat, 
chemicals, impacts, abrasions and 

colour fast, Polyrey Color Papago HPL 
is available in 307 x 124 / 132cm sheet 
sizes and is suitable for vertical or 
horizontal use. 

Polyrey’s Papago HPL decors are 
available in three surface finishes; the 
versatile eggshell of FA, the textured 
surface of SURF and the wood effect  
of GRAIN. 

“Polyrey has an exceptional colour 
library that allows us to approach these 
projects without being restricted by a 
limited palette...”


